Welcome to the online interactive course “Russian as a Foreign Language”
“Russian as a Foreign Language” is an online interactive manual intended for (English
speaking) people who desire to start learning Russian from the very beginning. The course
includes two parts: an introductory phonetic course (IPC) and a main course.
Introductory Phonetic Course (IPC)
The IPC contains 21 lessons. The main purpose of the IPC is to introduce Russian sounds and
letters, basic reading rules and intonation patterns. Moreover, having worked through the course,
students will be able to read and write in Russian, to comprehend speech and even to converse
with Russians in a number of ordinary situations. The course consists of a great amount of
traditional and interactive exercises, which are provided with sound recording of native Russian
speakers.
Main Course
The material of the main course is divided into 74 lessons, each of them contains a system of
exercises and tasks directed on complex formation of the basic kinds of speech activity:
speaking, reading, listening comprehension and writing. The main course covers traditional
grammatical categories such as nouns, verbs and adjectives. The texts presented in the course
help students to develop their conversational skills on the topics "I am a Student", "I Study at the
Preparatory Faculty", "My Family", "My Friends", "My Hobby", "My Working Day and Day
off," "Shopping", "My Native Town" etc.
Besides the materials presented in the lessons of introductory-phonetic course and main course
students will be able to study additional sections of the course such as “Grammar”,
“Vocabulary”, “Speech Patterns”, “Listening”, “Writing”, “Culture and Traditions”.
The features of the course
1. Translation
The assignments of the course are formulated in English and in Russian. All the Russian words,
combination of words presented in the course are also provided with corresponding translation
into the English language.
2. Audio support
The course is provided with the audio support. Due to the recording, you have the opportunity of
listening and reproducing the samples of native speaker's speech over and over and thus master
the Russian pronunciation.
3. Interactive exercises
The course contains numerous interactive exercises for self-control. At the end of each thematic
section there is a test to check the student’s progress.
After successful completion of the course you will be granted State Certificate.
Application forms should be sent to Polessky.edu@gmail.com

The registration form is here

